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YA Kendra     292 pages  BL: 4.6   AR Pts: 11.0 
Booth Booth, Coe 

High schooler Kendra longs to live with her mother who, unprepared for motherhood at 
age fourteen, left Kendra in the care of her grandmother. 
 

YA Tyrell     310 pages  BL: 4.4   AR Pts: 12.0 
Booth Booth, Coe 

Fifteen-year-old Tyrell, who is living in a Bronx homeless shelter with his spaced-out 
mother and his younger brother, tries to avoid temptation so he does not end up in jail 
like his father. 

 
YA Upstate     247 pages  BL: 5.2   AR Pts: 10.0 
Buckhanon Buckhanon, Kalisha 

Seventeen-year-old Antonio and his sixteen-year-old girlfriend, Natasha, find their love 
tested when Antonio takes the blame and is imprisoned for a crime he didn't commit. 

 
YA Money Hungry    188 pages  BL: 4.2   AR Pts: 4.0 
Flake Flake, Sharon 

All thirteen-year-old Raspberry can think of is making money so that she and her mother 
never have to worry about living on the streets again. 

 
YA The Contender    167 pages  BL: 4.5   AR Pts: 5.0 
Lipsyte Lipsyte, Robert 

A Harlem high school dropout escapes from a gang of punks into a boxing gym, where 
he learns that being a contender is hard and often discouraging work, but that you don't 
know anything until you try. 

 
YA Chill Wind    134 pages  BL: 5.2   AR Pts: 4.0 
McDonald McDonald, Janet 

Afraid that she will have no where to go when her welfare checks are stopped, nineteen-
year-old high school dropout Aisha tries to figure out how she can support herself and 
her two young children in New York City. 

 
YA Harlem Hustle    182 pages  BL: 5.1   AR Pts: 5.0 
McDonald McDonald, Janet 

Eric "Hustle" Samson, a smart and street-wise seventeen-year-old dropout from Harlem, 
aspires to rap stardom, a dream he naively believes is about to come true. 

 
YA Way Past Cool    310 pages  BL: #   AR Pts: # 
Mowry Mowry, Jess 

Set in Oakland's mean streets, this novel is a vivid portrayal of gang life from the inside. 
It involves a group of young teens, the Friends, whose turf is threatened by a mysterious 
drive-by shooting. When the same thing happens to the Crew, a rival gang, the two 
groups band together, ultimately uncovering a plot by Deek, a drug dealer, to incite a 
gang war and move in on their territory.  

 
YA Monster     281 pages  BL:  5.1   AR Pts: 5.0 
Myers Myers, Walter Dean 

While on trial as an accomplice to a murder, sixteen-year-old Steve Harmon records his 
experiences in prison and in the courtroom in the form of a film script as he tries to come 
to terms with the course his life has taken. 
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YA Push     139 pages  BL: 4.0   AR Pts: 5.0 
Sapphire Sapphire 

Precious Jones, a sixteen-year-old girl who is pregnant with her second child by her 
father, discovers the truth about herself and her life with the help of a teacher. 

 
YA Keysha’s Drama    250 pages  BL: 5.2   AR Pts: 8.0 
Sewell Sewell, Earl 

Sent to live with the wealthy father she has never known, street-smart sixteen-year-old 
Keysha Kendall, bitter about her troubled childhood, refuses to forget--or let anyone else 
forget--where she came from as she struggles to belong. 
 

YA Retaliation    264 pages  BL: 4.7   AR Pts: 9.0 
Shiraz Shiraz, Yasmin 

When a popular high school girl is badly beaten in a fight borne from jealousy, the girl, 
her family, and her DC community must choose whether to stay in the violent, 
dangerous status quo or rise above the violence and its deadly consequences that 
permeates every crevice of their community. 

 
YA Shortie Like Mine   231 pages  BL: 4.0   AR Pts: 6.0  
Simone Simone, Ni-Ni 

Sixteen-year-old Seven McNight is fierce, fly, and fabulous-- but she's got her share of 
issues. Seven is definitely not happy that she's feelin' the school's hottest baller, Josiah, 
especially since he's dating her high maintenance girlfriend, Deeyah. Can she save herself 
from major heartbreak? 

 
Fiction The Coldest Winter Ever   355 pages  BL: 4.8   AR Pts: 18.0 
Souljah Souljah, Sister 

Winter, born into a wealthy drug-dealing family in the Brooklyn ghetto, grows up 
thinking of herself as the queen of the world, but everything comes crashing down when 
her father is arrested and all their belongings confiscated by the government. 

 
FIC Flyy Girl    415 pages  BL: 4.3   AR Pts: 18.0 
Tyree Tyree, Omar 

As a young teen, Tracy is obsessed with designer clothes, jewelry, and boys while her 
best friend Raheema struggles to focus on grades and achievement. When the world of 
gratiuitous sex threatens heartbreak, Tracy reexamines her life and goals. 
 
 


